Relationship between oxygen cost of walking and level of walking disability after stroke: An experimental study.
Since physical inactivity is the major risk factor for recurrent stroke, it is important to understand how level of disability impacts oxygen uptake by people after stroke. This study investigated the nature of the relationship between level of disability and oxygen cost in people with chronic stroke. Level of walking disability was measured as comfortable walking speed using the 10-m Walk Test reported in m/s with 55 ambulatory people 2 years after stroke. Oxygen cost was measured during 3 walking tasks: overground walking at comfortable speed, overground walking at fast speed, and stair walking at comfortable speed. Oxygen cost was calculated from oxygen uptake divided by distance covered during walking and reported in ml∙kg-1 ∙m-1 . The relationship between level of walking disability and oxygen cost was curvilinear for all 3 walking tasks. One quadratic model accounted for 81% (95% CI [74, 88]) of the variance in oxygen cost during the 3 walking tasks: [Formula: see text] DISCUSSION: The oxygen cost of walking was related the level of walking disability in people with chronic stroke, such that the more disabled the individual, the higher the oxygen cost of walking; with oxygen cost rising sharply as disability became severe. An equation that relates oxygen cost during different walking tasks according to the level of walking disability allows clinicians to determine oxygen cost indirectly without the difficulty of measuring oxygen uptake directly.